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Weather
Today: partly cloudy
with a slight chance of
showers. High near 50.

Campus organizations celebrate
Earth Day.

The Falcon Club is in the midst
of its biggest membership
drive of the year.
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Federal agents
reviewing blaze

The BG News

Volume 75, Issue 140

Buried
weapons
a danger
in U.S.

Flagging Down His Heritage

The Associated Press
WACO, Texas - Some doomsday cultists may have been shot
trying to nee "Ranch Apocalypse" before others started the inferno that left scores dead, investigators searching the still-smoldering ruins said Tuesday.
Whatever happened in the final
hours at the Branch Davidian
compound Monday, federal
agents said responsibility for the
carnage rests solely with the
group's leader, David Koresh.
"He killed those he controlled," President Clinton said at
the White House.
Koresh and 85 others were believed to have died in the fire
that ended the cult's Sl-day standoff with federal agents; there
were nine survivors, four of
whom remained hospitalized
Tuesday.
Investigators began pulling
bodies out of the rubble, but were
slowed because "ammunition
was still cooking and exploding"
in the wreckage, said FBI agent
Jeff Jamar. Officials said it could
take two weeks to gather all the
evidence.
Among developments Tuesday:

throughout the wooden complex.
- Texas Rangers at the compound began investigating the
deadly shootouts that erupted at
the beginning of the siege, during
raids Feb. 28 by federal Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms agents.
Four agents were killed and 16
were wounded while trying to
execute search warrants for alleged firearms violations.
Koresh had said six cultists also
were killed in the shootouts.
- Gov. Ann Richards joined
Waco residents at a memorial
service in a small downtown
church. "Now I think it's time for
us to heal," she said.
Waco Habitat for Humanity director Jo Pendleton told the
mourners: "The 10 billion words
that have been written, the speculations that have been made,
the fingers of blame that have
been pointed, all make no difference here."
- State officials were trying to
determine the best future for
surviving children who were
made orphans by the fire. Thirtysix people had left the compound
after the siege began. The state's
Child Protective Services division has custody of 11 of them; 10
others were released to relatives.

- The Clinton adminstration's
handling of the case was sharply
questioned by victims' relatives
and attorneys, politicians and observers worldwide. Clinton defended Attorney General Janet
Reno, who approved the FBI
effort to use a tank to knock
holes in the compound walls and
tear-gas the cult members out,
but said, "I signed off on this."
Clinton ordered federal agencies to investigate events that led
to the fiery end of the standoff.
Two congressional investigations
also were announced.
- Five cult members who survived the blaze appeared in federal court, wearing orange jail
suits and shackled by the ankles.
One of them, Remos Avrram, told
reporters that an FBI tank spraying tear gas into the compound
had knocked over a lantern and
started the fire, and that the cult
had "no plan for suicide."
The FBI said its snipers saw
cultists setting blazes and that a
survivor told investigators that
lantern fluid had been poured

"Most of the 21 have lost at
least one parent, and some have
lost both parents In the fire," said
Stewart Davis, a spokesman for
the Department of Protective
and Regulatory Services.
"We are working to place these
children on a temporary and
eventually a permanent basis
that will be in their own best interests."
At the compound, early searches indicated that some of them
may have been killed by gunfire
before the blaze began, Jamar
said.
One body with a gunshot
wound was found in the remains
of the buildings, but It was uncertain when that person was shot,
Jamar said. "There might have
been people killed who were trying to get out of the compound,"
he said.
Jamar refused to comment on
reports that the FBI had a listening device planted inside the
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Rumaging through a container full of flags Tuesday afternoon, junior political science major Matt
Fair looks for a flag symbolizing his British heritage at the military equipment sale outside of the Education Building. Fair said, "I always liked the army stuff when I was younger."

WASHINGTON -- The
government said aging munitions
may be buried beneath at least
259 former military sites across
America. Explosives already
have endangered suburban
neighborhoods, public parks and
even a college campus, an Associated Press review has found.
The hazards range from hand
grenades to artillery rounds.
And it is not only munitions.
Hundreds more sites, many dating to World War II, are believed
to hide toxic chemicals ranging
from old fuel at an abandoned Air
Force base in Arizona to a suspected mustard gas agent in New
Jersey.
Even Hope, Ark., the tiny
community where President
Clinton was born, is on the
government's cleanup list.
Government officials suspect
leftover explosives in a state
wildlife refuge four miles from
town.
The AP reviewed scores of
documents from the Army Corps
of Engineers, detailing the
government's inventory of the
7,592 military sites that have
been abandoned and in most
cases resold since World War II.
"People got rid of property and
it was out of sight and out of
mind," said Thomas Wash, director of the corps' office that is
conducting the defense cleanup
effort.
Officials have proposed 1,777
projects scattered among all 50
states and several U.S. territories for immediate cleanup. There
are 268 projects at 259 sites with
suspected explosives and the rest
with various forms of chemical
contamination.
And the government has yet to
scrutinize about 3,000 other
former defense sites. Officials
acknowledge they expect to find
several hundred more places
with explosives or hazardous
waste and ultimately will spend
See Explosives, page three.

See Waco, page three.

Two drivers cited FTC offers consumer advice
in near-fatal crash
by Joe Peltier
police reporter

by Leah Barnum
contributing writer

Although students try to make educated
consumer choices, clever advertising and
Two people were cited for the April 13 accident that required two popular myths may trick them into buying
people, who are both in serious condition, to be life flighted to a something they do not want or doing something potentially dangerous, according to the
Toledo hospital.
The driver of the car that was heading north on South Main Street, Federal Trade Commission.
Environmentally safe claims, the safety of
Todd M Phillips, 27, of Holgate was arrested for driving under the
tanning and the facts about infomercials are
influence of alcohol and wanton and willful disregard for safety.
According to Police Chief Galen Ash, Phillip's car was traveling at a few areas of Interest to students - and
excessive speeds at the time of impact. Ash said he was especially some of the areas in which student consurprised at the severity of the impact since all of the force orginated sumers are often misled, the FTC's Facts For
Students brochure states.
from only one vehicle.
Many claims that products are environ"Judging from the damage to the vehicles I'd be surprised if [Philmentally safe or environmentally friendly
lips] wasn't zipping along," Ash said.
Phillip's car crashed into a vehicle driven by Lisa K. Sarnes, 20, can be misleading and can be misinterpreted
1556 Clough St. Sarnes was reportedly attempting to make a left turn by customers, said Michael Ostheimer, staff
into the parking lot of the Society Bank and Trust, 327 S. Main St. She attorney for the Federal Trade Commission's division of advertising practices.
was cited for failure to yield.
For example, pump hairspray may be
Sarnes remains in serious condition at St. Vincent's Medical
called environmentally safe because It does
Center.
The condition of Bobbi Phillips, 21, of Rudolph, was downgraded not contain the same ozone-destroying
from critical to serious. Ms. Phillips, the only passenger of Todd Phil- chemicals aerosal spray does. However,
lips, is now in neurointensive care, a St. Vincent's Medical Center many pump hairsprays contain other chemicals which may cause smog, Ostheimer said.
representative said.
"It's possible to adequately qualify a
None of the parties involved could be reached for comment.

claim, but we discourage broad generalizations as to environmental safeness,"
he said.
Consumers must look closely at the labels
and know what to look for, said Ed Wells, a
University assistant professor of environmental studies.
If people see the "recyclable" label, they
must check to see if the product is made
from recyclable material, and if so, how
much of it is recycled and how much is virgin? Sometimes only 5 percent may be actually recycled material. Wells said.
Everything is recyclable if there is a
center nearby that recycles that product.
The important thing to know is whether the
product or packaging is made out of already
recycled material, he said.
Consumers, especially studenjs, need to
know more about tanning, according to the
FTC.
"Tanning is an injury to the skin regardless if it is obtained indoors or outdoors,"
FTC attorney Toby Levin said. "There is no
evidence that one is safer than the other."
Skin damage, premature aging and cancer
may be the long term effects of tanning, she
said.
"It's cumulative," she said. "Both methods

contribute to the long term damage."
Even If one does not bum, that does not
mean that he or she will not have long-term
damage. Levin said.
"Burning is the immediate indication that
you've been overexposed," she said. "If you
don't get a burn, it doesn't mean you're home
free."
Skin cancer is being discovered more and
more in young people, Levin said.
"Significant evidence of skin damage
occurs before people are 30," she said.
Most cases of severe sunburn in Bowling
Green are people of every age who work
outside in the sun or fall asleep in the sun
without protection, according to Michele
Deweese, the staff development coordinator
of the Wood County Hospital.
"I think it's a serious problem because it's
an accumulative effect ... that may predispose people to sun cancer," she said.
People exposed to the sun should take precautions like applying liberal amounts of
SPF 15 or higher suncreen at least one-half
hour before they go outside, Deweese said.
Students should also be cautious of infomercials, the FTC said.
See Consumer, page four.
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Fiery suicide
no big shock
The reign of Branch Dividian leader David
Koresh has come to an end.
The man, who in 51 days became the brunt of the
nation's jokes, and his followers have gone up in
flames.
And it's not funny.
When FBI agents stormed the Waco, Texas cult
compound early Monday morning and injected cannister after cannister of tear gas inside, they said they
had no reason to believe members would try to commit suicide. In fact, the offensive action was undertaken in the name of saving cult members and their
children who were being mistreated at the hands of
Koresh.
Granted, the self-proclaimed Messiah wasn't the
most believable figure; here we have a high school
dropout - a socially, psychologically dysfunctional
misfit telling the world he's Jesus Christ.
But how many times does a man classified as
having a personality disorder have to make threats
about the world ending in fire before one of the "experts" in the Federal Bureau of Investigation catches on and realizes he's bound to do anything?
Koresh said in an April 9 letter to the FBI that
those who tried to hurt him would be devoured by
fire. He said he would not let the FBI proceed any
further.
But when Branch Dividians poured lantern fuel
around the compound and started lighting matches,
FBI agents said they were shocked and horrified.
How long can you pelt an unstable man's senses
with shrieks of dying animals, floodlights and haunting music pumped night after night into the compound to drive him and his followers out before
something snaps?
How many times does a fanatical religious leader
obsessed with the world's ending in fire and blood
have to threaten that it will, before people perk up
their ears and say "Hey, this guy will do just about
anything. We have to be careful."
But Attorney General Janet Reno and FBI Director
William Sessions said sitting outside the compound
indefinitely waiting for the "Koreshians" to come
out was no longer an option. It was 51 days of maneuverig and biding of time. Surely Koresh and his followers had drastically worn out their welcome.
Something had to be done.
We at The News believe they were right.
However, that Reno and Sessions maintain they
did not forsee a tragic outcome, that mass suicide
was not a likely end to the standoff and that they
were shocked at the destruction that ensued, is the
only joke of the whole tragedy.
The end was inevitable.
The only thing the FBI succeeded in doing was
hurrying it along.
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Signed, letters ox columns express the beliefs of
the individual and in no way represent the opinions
of The News. .
All readers are encouraged to express their
opinions through letters to the editor and guest
columns. Letters should be 200 - 300 words, typed,
contain the writer's telephone number and address,
plus class rank, occupation, major, and home town.
Send all submissions to Council Barrett,
Opinion Editor, The BG News, 210 West HalL
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Spanish causes years of strife, torture and chalupas
(Warning: This column contains several
words printed in a foreign tongue, though I'm
not sure which one.)
I'm flunking Spanish again ...
(Oh, Spanish! This column contains an assortment of vague attempts at explaining the
Spanish language, but, as it says above, I'm
flunking, so God knows how grammatical it
will be.)
I say I'm flunking again ("adenas") because I made a high school hobby out of failing or nearly falling Spanish ("Espanol"). I've always had difficulty ("mucho difficil")
with anyone who doesn't speak English, not
counting economists.
I hold nothing personal against the Spanish language, nor the good people of Spain the Spandexians.
Spanish is, indeed, a
lovely language It's called a Romance Language. I don't know why, exactly. I guess
they talk dirty in Spain a lot.
Spanish woman (phone rings): Hello?
Caller (heavy breathing): Have you
checked the chalupas?
Spanish women: (Swooooooon!)
Each day of high school, I would await
Spanish class with great trepidation ("trepidacion") due to: a) having little knowledge or
general intuitive tendencies toward other
tongues; and b) the teacher picked on me.
I think he did this because of my untranslatable name. Kevin, in sophomore Spanish,
became "Joaquln." Bill became "Guldo."
But there was no Connell listed in the Big
Book ()' English-to-Spanish Names. I guess
there aren't a lot of Irish-Spaniards ("Oh,
faith in Begora and place a blessed potato
upon my lips. What a large sack of vestido
usted esconderos en la pequeno casa!")
So I became... Cone (pronounced Cone-AY
as in "Hey, let's beat the saliva out of Cone!"
or "As a popular high school girl, I would
never go out with Cone.")
My beef ("came") was that my teacher
would pick on me while asking his pet students the fatuous, sickeningly easy questions.

CONNELL
BARRETT

Teacher Donaldo, como te llama? ("Donald, what is your name?")
Donald: Me llamo es Donaldo. ("My name
is Donald.")

"I managed, after four years of
tortuous high school, to
graduate. To this day, I'll try my
Spanish luck, with 'How is your
mother doing, today?' coming
out 'Who is doing your mother
today?' This is followed by
fisticuffs."
Teacher Cone, que los indigenas que tenian tin concepto de la muerte muy semejante
el europo eran? ("Connell, which indiginous
civilization had a concept of death that was
similar to the Europeans?")
Me: Me llamo es Donaldo.
Needless to say, my grade fell like a rock
("roca"). One defensive device was to answer in cryptic form, try to confuse the old

guy in hopes that he would grant me partial
credit ("credito"). This would be done with a
pre-composed sheet of all-purpose, only-thing-you'U-ever-need, Just-remember-these
Spanish sentences.
Teacher Cone, que es la capital de Bolivia? ("Connell, what is the capital of Bolivia?")
Me (glancing at my notes): Yo be amartelo
con tu gallina. ("I am Infatuated with your
chicken.") Sometimes it got pretty bad. Even
simplistic, direct questions would lose me; I
became nervous, frightened, desperate for
success...
Teacher Verdado o falso. Me hermano es
en la cocina con Pablo. ("True or false. My
brother is in the kitchen with Paul.")
Me: Me inflamacion de viral detenen desde respuesto. ("My viral inflamaUon r events me from answering.")
Surviving, somehow, I managed, after
four years of tortuous high school, to graduate. To this day, I'll try my Spanish luck,
with "How Is your mother doing, today?"
coming out "Who Is doing your mother today?" This is followed by fisticuffs ("punetazo").
And when I transferred to BGSU (Motto:"An Environment for Excellence - Let's
Raise Tuition"), as a Journalism major, I was
informed that because I only took three
years (27 months, 108 weeks, 3,475 conjugated verbs) of high school Spanish, I would
need at least another two semesters of said
foreign speech, FOUR if I wanted to start all
over again with French or German or Canadian or whatever.
Ah, but there's a loophole ("lu:phoul"). I
get to ball out of the intensive Spanish speaking classes and jump right into culture
classes, namely Spanish 211 ("211" being a
special code meaning "for the lazy and/or
dim-witted," as in, "My favorite singer is
Joey Lawrence 211.") I got lucky, though.
And this semester I've been fortunate
enough to learn about all kinds of great culture stuff from Spain, like Tequilla.

Chief Copy Ed.
Assl. Chief Copy Ed.
Copy Ed.
Copy Ed.
Copy Ed.
Copy Ed.
Copy Ed.

The BG News, founded in 1920, is published daily
during the academic year and Wednesdays during the
summer session.

Respond.

Dios mio! Espanol again

Guatemalan actions unacceptable
To the Editor
I saw a documentary on the
television show "Primetlme
Live" about the Guatemalan
police killing homeless street
children. There are now two Latin American countries, Brazil
and Guatemala, that have opted
for this fascist solution to poverty.
The thing that was conveniently omitted from the discussion,
though, was the role of the CIA
and the United States government in all of this.
In the 1950s, the United Fruit
Company pressured the U.S.
government and the CIA to do
something about the democratically elected Arbenz government because Arbenz was talking
about nationalization of United
Fruit Company's plantation.

The CIA overthrew Arbenz and
Installed the series of fascist
police states that have ruled
Guatemala for the past 40 years.
Street children are not the only
targets. Union organizers, land
reformers, priests, Intellectuals,
leftist students and. In short,
anyone who speaks for poor people can be a target of the police
or death squads hired by the
wealthy.
Since it is our tax money that Is
used to prop up these governments and provide bullets for
their death squads, don't we have
a little blood on our hands sitting
around in our apathy and Ignorance? Also, we vote these
right-wing politicians that perpetuate these policies back into
office.
George Bush called Guatemala

a democracy, a "free enterprise"
and the wave of the future for
Latin America. I call it murder
and say unbridled greed by the
wealthy will never be an answer
to the world's problems.
The police In Guatemala aren't
content with merely killing children. According to "Primetime
live," police torture them with electricity or gouge their eyes out
before killing them.
It is as If the wealthy of
Guatemala, in complicity with
our government and the wealthy
here, have elevated a whole
group of "night stalkers" to positions of power In Guatemala.
And the street children that
aren't tortured and murdered
often sniff glue to escape the
sensations of cold, hunger and
loneliness. I am so Intensely

angry that if I were young and
healthy, I would grab a rifle and
Join the guerrillas in Guatemala.
If International brigades can
be organized to fight for the
Spanish Republic, why not for
the poor, starving and brutalized
children of Latin America?
I know you wont print this letter because it Is too long and radical, but someone has to speak
out. This is atrocious and similar
to what the Nazis did. You have
power.
Idonl.
I still can't believe people are
so evil that If the majority knew
what was happening and why,
they wouldn't act to end this
nightmare.
Gary Sud borough
Bellf lower, Ca.
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Faculty
Senate to
meet at
Firelands
by Michael Zawackl
faculty reporter

The Faculty Senate approved a
resolution to have a senate meeting at Firelands College next
year.
The resolution calls for the
Senate Executive Committee and
the Faculty Senate to have one of
their regular meetings at Firelands College in the academic
year of 1993-94.
Allen White, Faculty Senate
chairman, said it is important to
conduct senate meetings at Firelands since it is considered to be
one of the undergraduate colleges at the University.
"It makes Firelands feel that
they're more a part of the main
campus," White said.
Ben Muego, Faculty Senate
vice chairman, said next year
also happens to be the 25th anniversary of the founding of Firelands College, and he said he believes it would be a good symbolie gesture to have a senate meeting at the Firelands campus.
Muego added the Faculty Senate is the only constituent University group that does not conduct a regular meeting at Firelands College.
Faculty Sen. Charles Applebaum said he was concerned
about the logistics of traveling to
Firelands College for a senate
meeting.
Applebaum said the one hour
drive either way to the Firelands
campus may conflict with many
of the faculty's schedules and
there may also be a problem with
transportation to the campus
from the University.
White said he believed there
would be no problem and added if
there were, they could be worked
out.
In other business, two senators
were voted into senate officer
positions by acclamation.
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Alumnus urges change Earth Day to
Speaker warns greeks against alcohol abuse, hazing
be celebrated
by Sherry Turco
greek reporter

Greek Week "93 kicked off with a historic start
Monday night with Sigma Phi Epsilon alumnus
Gary Bonas speaking on managing change successfully and the future of the American college
fraternity.
•There isn't going to be any greek life in the year
2000, unless we are willing to change," Bonas said.
Bonas is the associate director of student activities and greek adviser at Villanova University for
the past 12 years. He is an active member of Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity and serves as a member of
the fraternity's national board of directors.
According to his theory, sorority and fraternity
members must focus on nine main Issues before
any changes can take place.
Two major concerns of chapters are alcohol and
hazing, he said.
"My key concern is alcohol abuse," Bonas said.
"The heart of greek life Is not alcohol."
Many chapters are adapting their pledging programs and shortening them to prevent hazing or
the use of alcohol as a form of hazing.
"These problems are back in full force," Bonas
said. "We must get rid of our current pledging
programs to prevent it."
Another issue he addressed as a concern of
fraternity men and sorority women in the '90s was
sexual abuse.

Thirty-five percent of acquaintance rapes occur
within the fraternity environment, he said.
"Even scarier, is the 85 to 90 percent of reported
gang rapes that occur within the same environment," Bonas said.
Another issue that must be addressed is the area
of scholarship, he said. Bonas sighted statistics
that compared the all-greek GPA in the '50s, to today's all-greek GPA
"In the early '50s, greeks all maintained grades
well above the all-student average. Today, not even
one in 10 is above the all-student average," he said.
Bonas also discussed the issue of philanthropy.
"More and more people think greeks just write
checks for charity. We need to go put ourselves
into the community," Bonas said. "Right now we
are in a do-or-die situation.

"You make the difference," he said. "You must
create the change."
Bonas brought members of the audience on
stage to demonstrate the stress and resistance
young leaders face when attempting to institute
change. He said to reach a goal, people must see
the vision, find support, remove all obstacles and
then just do whatever they have set their sights on.
"Whether the greek community on this campus
lives or dies is up to you," he said.
The evening was concluded by awarding Pi Beta
Phi member Muguet Warren recognition for her
chapter advertisement in the Greek Week book.

.
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Waco

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

$4 billion on cleanup by the year
2010.
"We've got a hell of a lot more
on our plate than we've got
money to do," acknowledged
Wash, director of the office in
charge of the defense site
cleanup effort that just started a
few years ago.
The sites are on millions of
acres of former military property that were transferred into
other governmental or private
hands over the past 40 years. In
many cases, the government had
conducted only cursory sweeps
for munitions before the sale.
To date, the government has
started only 40 cleanup projects
for explosives and ordnance. Another 228 are on the drawing
boards for the next five years.
The government did not begin
a systematic search for leftover

explosives and other hazardous
military wastes until the compound before the assault bemid-1980s - and only then after gan.
FBI spokesman Bob Ricks said
pressure from Congress and a
there was speculation but no contragedy in California
firmation that cult members
In 1983, two 8-year-old boys poisoned the children to ease the
were killed when an artillery terror and pain of the end.
At least one burned body found
round exploded amid hundreds
of homes in the Tierra Santa sub- several feet away from a comdivision In San Diego. The land pound building was removed
once had been the impact area Monday. Justice of the Peace
for an Army tank training range. James Collier said identifying
dead cultists would prove diffiThat Incident - the only one to cult. "I'm sure a lot of them, esdate involving deaths - repre- pecially the children, are going to
sents "a total disregard by the be totally cremated," he said.
federal government when it disJamar and other FBI agents
poses of its property," said Jim
Madaffer, a community activist have said they believe many cultists gathered in a concrete room.
in Tierra Santa.

by Ginger Phillips
general assignment reporter

Thursday is National Earth Day, a day for people to appreciate
the environment and look at ways to preserve it. Today the Environmental Action Group and other concerned organizations
will observe the day with environmental displays and entertainment on campus.
"[Earth Day] is an annual celebration to educate people about
environmental Issues and show people why it's important to
preserve the environment," said Dave Brodin, an EAG coordinating board member.
Earth Day displays will begin at 9 a.m. and run until 3 p.m. in
the Union Oval, or In case of rain, the Northeast Commons.
Dee Rotfeld, EAG member and one of the coordinators of the
Earth Day event, said about 40 different displays will come from
activist groups, the Ohio EPA the University book store, student
groups, a serpentarion and others. Environmentally-safe products, books, T-shirts and other items will be available for purchase.
The African drumming group Gamelon will perform from
noon to 1 p.m., and a saxophone group will play from 1:30 to 2:15
p.m.
Kim Maxwell, a student environmental activist from Freeland, Mich., will speak at 7 p.m. in the Alumni room about the
WTI incinerator and the transportation of hazardous waste.
Rotfeld said EAG has been planning the annual event for
about a year.
"Basically Earth Day is a community day that forces people to
look at the state our environment is in, how far we've come and
how far we need to go," she said. "[The activities] are going to
be informing not only the student body but the community as
well."
Monday night Earth Day was celebrated at Howard's Club H,
210 N. Main St., with The Rivermen, Yesterday's Jester and
Friars Point performing. Rotfeld said all proceeds would be donated to a hazardous waste foundation.
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HOWARDS club H

210 N. Main

352-9951
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Wednesday, April 21st

Pinball • Air hockey • Pool • Video
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Over 140 Tanks Of Fish!!

Now Available
Salt Water Fish

. Feeder fish $1.00 a dozen
▲ 50 gallon aquarium $44.99
▲ 10 gallon aquarium $5.99
A Discount prices on all accessories
PERRYSBURC
VI.)I Alt 11 M
420 Louiaiana Avc.
(419) 874-6504

Presents...

5819 Heather do wiw Toledo
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YESTERDAY'S
JESTER

Pheasant Room Specials
^

Wednesday
\^
Dinner Special
All You Can Eat

SPAGHETTI - $4.25

TONITE ONLY!
104 S. MAIN

WINTHROP TERRACE
APTS.

Located in The University Union
Quanlum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on-campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off-campus students.

•P«W«!> Ull per month

Fall 9 or 12 mos. leases
1 Bed Apt. - Summit Terrace*
2 Bed 1 Bath - Palmer Ave.*
2 Bed 2 Bath - Napoleon Rd.*

BGSU BANDS IN CONCERT
April 21 and 23

Check out our
LOW
SUMMER
RATES

* on specific buildings only

UNIVERSITY BAND and CONCERT BAND
Tom Dean and L. Richmond Sparks, conductors
'Wednesday, Aprtf21,1993, 8:00 p.m..
SYMPHONIC BAND /
Mark S. Kelly, conductor
John Kurokawa and Wcndi Sanders,
clarinet soloists
Featuring the award-winning Sympony No. 1

Greenbriar Inc.
224 W. Woostcr
352-0717

353-0988

"Lord of the Rings"
by Johann de Meij
Friday, April23,1993, 8:00p.m.
'Both shows "Kphackfr MaK, Moon Musical Arts Center and
Admission is Free

We are offering a limited number
of Non-Smoking Apartments
at all three of our properties.
Resident Campus Shuttle
r\tc

u

Office Hour
Extensions

9-6 M-F

10.2:3o Sat.

12-2:30 Sun.

call 352-9135
400 E. Napoleon Rd.
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South Dakota
governor dies

Working Like a Hawk

The Associated Press
DUBUQUE, Iowa -- South Dakota Gov. George Mickelson, who followed his father's political footsteps to the state capitol, was killed
along with seven other people when their state-owned plane crashed
in a rainstorm.
The 52-year-old Republican was on his way back from Cincinnati,
where he and other state officials had gone on a lobbying mission to
protect jobs at a Sioux Falls, S.D., meatpacking plant.
State flags were lowered Monday night in South Dakota as tearful
state employees gathered in the governor's capitol office to share
their grief.
'There are no words to describe the sadness that I and the people
of South Dakota feel tonight," Lt. Gov. Walter Dale Miller said in a
statement.
Miller, a Republican, was to be sworn in Tuesday as South Dakota's
29th governor. He will serve the remaining two years of Mickelson's
term.
The twin-engine turboprop went down Monday afternoon at a farm
14 miles southwest of Dubuque after the pilot reported engine trouble and was cleared for an emergency landing at the Dubuque airport. The plane sheared off a silo and crashed through a barn, bursting into flames. No one on the ground was hurt.
"As far as the plane itself is concerned, it's in many pieces, small
pieces, pretty much broken up," Sheriff Bob Lyons said.
Heavy rain was reported in the area at the time, but the Federal
Aviation Administration said it had not determined if weather was a
factor. Investigators from the National Transportation Safety Board
were sent to the site.
Also killed were state Economic Development Commissioner Roland Dolly; state Energy Policy Commissioner Ron Reed; banker
Dave Birkeland, Roger Hainje, director of the Sioux Falls Development Foundation; Angus Anson of Northern States Power; and two pilots, Ron Becker and Dave Hanson.
Mickelson was narrowly elected governor in 1986 and won another
four-year term in 1990. His father, George T. Mickelson, was governor of South Dakota from 1947 to 1951.

Consumer

Continued from page one.
An infomercial is a programlength, paid advertisement, said
Charles Earl, teaching fellow of
the school of mass communication at the University. Although
infomercials are designed to look
like regular television programs,
they have some distinguishing
factors, he said.
"First of all, they're legally required to have a disclaimer,"
Earl said. "Secondly, they run
over two minutes, and the discerning viewer can see that the
focus is on a product."
However, infomercials can be
dangerous if the viewer tunes in

late and misses the disclaimer at
the beginning, because he or she
may not realize that it is not an
objective program, according to
Bruce Klopfenstein, the chairman of the University's telecommunications department
People must also realize infomercials are created to promote a product, and the hosts are
not objective participants, Klopfenstein said.
"They are promoting a product
but they make it look like an objective source of information,"
he said. "They are clearly
tailored to look like regular television shows."

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
SUNDAY, APRIL 25 - THURSDAY, APRIL 29
SUNDAY, MAY 2 - THURSDAY, MAY 6
Present this coupon at check-In.

Tht BG Newt/Trrcca Thamai

Working on a Cessna 172 (aka 'Sky Hawk'), sophomore aerotechnology major Phil Stribrny fixes a voltage regulator during a
systems check Tuesday afternoon at the Technology Annex. The

Canine-wolf mix rivals pit bulls
The Associated Press
TOI^DO - A cross between a wolf and a
German shepherd is becoming as popular as
the pit bull was a few years ago, and is just
as dangerous, officials said Tuesday.
"Whenever you breed a dog with a wild
animal, you can never get the wild animal
out of them. I dont know why people are doing this. It's just a fad, like owning pit bulls,"
said Barbara Knapp, Erie County dog warden.
Knapp said it is not illegal to breed these
dogs. Although no statistics are available,
she said they are appearing in communities
across the nation.
Donald Clifford, a veterinarian at the Med-

ical College of Ohio, said the wolf hybrid has
become a "designer dog."
"But they are dangerous. Formidable.
They may take a little piece from the wolf
side. They may take a little piece from the
dog side. It's a problem," Clifford said.
Knapp said a wolf hybrid attacked an Arabian horse near Vermilion on March IS. The
horse's owner, Richard Seth, shot and killed
the dog.
Dean Hicks, the dog's owner, was fined
$150 in Vermilion Municipal Court for allowing his dog to run loose without a license. He
was ordered to pay Seth's $500 veterinary
bills.
Hicks has until May 6 to pay or he will
spend 10 days in jail.
Under state law, a vicious dog is defined as

Celebrate Secretary's Day
at The Pheasant Room
Shrimp Quesadilla

BEST WESTERN

3.95

[&! Falcon Pla

Apple Chicken Salad with mini muffins
4.25
Chicken Parmesan with Pasta & Veg.

•TKtop*n<»ntry owrwd t opcralad
(located across from Harshman Dorm)

$24.95

3.95

par night for a single or double room
Includes

• fcarly check-in and late check out time• Continental Breakfast

• Coffee available 24 Hours
UMIN HMbrr ol room IVIMBMC it lUt rtlf
Advance retervinoDi required: preieni valid BGSU ID at
check-in Not valid for family, friendt and oiher non-uudenii

London Broil, whipped Potatoes & Veg.
4.25

Specials good Wednesday, April 21

352-4671

1993-GreekWeek

? APT HUNTING ?
? PROCRASTINATOR ?
? TOO LATE ?

MM Variety Show
April 21,1993
9:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand
Ballroom
'Not all Greek minds think alike"
Special Hosts: Eric Buchanan
Mathew Kirbabas

2 Bedroom, furnished for 2,3, or 4 people
Saving the best for last

352-3445

• 1 Bedroom Apartments
• Unfurnished
• Laundry Facilities Available
• Air Conditioned
• 9 or 12 Month Leases
• Sky Lights
• 117 N. Main Has Dishwashers!

itiibiiiiiirt1

im*imHimin«kW*»'"r+

CHARLESTOW1V APTO.
AND

nm AM NAJVOR
• NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1993 and 1993-94 school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning
[ Third St Apt 4, B.G.

Resident Manager :

WE'VE GOT THE
Playing tonight at Tuxedo Junction:

Acoustic Show

1141/2 SOUTH MAIN STREET & 117 NORTH MAIN STREET

Rentals

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

an animal that has made an unprovoked attack on a human, killed another dog, or is a
pit bull. The owner must carry liability insurance.
Hicks' did not violate that law. But Seth
said the dog was vicious. The dog was about
2 feet high, four feet long and 135 pounds.
"It was vicious enough to chase a 1,200
pound horse. Most animals have to be with a
pack to be that brave," Seth said.
Seth said he shot the dog before it had a
chance to attack him or his daughter who
was outside.
Clifford said that two years ago in Florida
a wolf hybrid killed a child.
"I think people who have a wolf hybrid as a
pet must be very dedicated to making sure
the animals are kept in secure enclosures."

m KJCDIP ml i! skydogs

ABOVE DOWNTOWN BUSINESS AREA
CLOSE TO EVERYTHING

NEWIPVE

Sky Hawk is the department's newest plane which was bought at
the beginning of this semester.

The Allman Brothers • Grateful Dead • Muddy Waters • Derek &
The Dominos • Ray Charles • Doors • Clapton • The Beatles
•Willie Dixon • Neil Young • Rolling Stones • Stevie Ray Vaughan

19 & Over Welcome!

CHRIS HANI
1943-1993
• We salute you for your tireless
and unselfish work in the
struggle for the liberation of
South Africa
• We will continue the fight
against apartheid and against
racism on BGSU's campus

328 S. MAIN
(OUR ONLY OFFICE)

352-5620
>»*»•—

• Amandla ngawetu!

* Caribbean Association and PSO *
-April 93-

Elsewhere
April 21,1993
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Prison officials agree Investigation continuing
to consider demands

Tailhook sexual harassment charges to be evaluated
and be handed over to Navy and Marine legal officers. One thousand copies have been printed, officials said.
No names will be released to the public at first,
although they will be later if formal charges are
brought.
Some photographs of the incidents may be made
available, the officials said. About 1,000 photos
were obtained by investigators from aviators who
attended the event.

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

LUCASVILLE, Ohio - Inmates who took over a prison
cellblock met Tuesday with a
lawyer the state provided to
help end the nine-day siege.
Negotiators for five guards
held as hostages attended.
It was the prisoners' first
meeting with inmate-rights activist Niki Schwartz of Cleveland since he was brought to
the prison on Sunday.
Three inmates talked with
Schwartz and the negotiators
in a yard outside the cellblock
where 450 inmates were barricaded.
Officials did not say whether
the prisoners planned to
release any of the hostages.
The inmates have held a
cellblock L at the maximumsecurity Southern Ohio Correctional Facility since a riot April
11, when they took eight
guards as hostages. At least
seven inmates and one guard
have died. Two hostages were
released last week.
Michael Lee, a spokesman
for the state prison system,
told reporters the meeting was
continuing in the afternoon. He
said only that it started earlier
Tuesday. He said he did not
know the identities of the
prisoners.
On Monday, prisoners hung a
bed sheet out a window saying

TRAVEL SMART!
Rranttip

LONDON
$209 $389
PARIS
$225 $450
MOSCOW/
ST. PETERSBURG

$345

WASHINGTON ~ The Pentagon's final report on
the Tailhook sexual harassment scandal recommends that at least 140 people be considered for
possible disciplinary action, officials say.
The study of the 1991 incident conducted by Pentagon deputy inspector general Derek Vander
Schaaf is expected to be released Friday, Pentagon
officials said. The independent inspector general's
office took over after top officials judged the Navy's initial investigation to have been faulty.
Dozens of women, more than half of them naval
officers, say they were pawed and otherwise
abused by drunken Navy and Marine Corps fliers
at the three-day Tailhook Association convention
of aviators in Las Vegas.
One section of the report is to be released to the
public, while a second section will remain private

nessed by a religious leader.
- Mail and visiting privileges
will be reviewed, and installation of a new phone system
would be speeded up.
- FBI would monitor the
prison to ensure civil rights are
upheld.
- The Department of Health
will be consulted about tuberculosis testing. Muslim inmates objected to the mandatory tests on religious grounds.
Also Tuesday, a representative of the National Association
for the Advancement of
Colored People said he wanted
to start an NAACP program at
the prison.
Leroy Mobley, national director of the group's prison
program based in Baltimore,
told reporters outside the
prison that he spoke with
Reginald Wilkinson, director of
the state prison system, Warden Arthur Tate and other
prison officials.
He said the program would
involve appointing a prison
program representative to the
executive committees of local
NAACP branches.

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - Opponents of a
new state tax on soft drinks
brought their monthly protest to
this city's State Office Building
on Tuesday and said they would
not relent.
"If the politicians who rammed
this tax through the Legislature
think today is a big protest, I
want to assure them that they
have not seen anything yet," said
Lee Cox, general manager of
Pepsi-Cola Co. in Cleveland. The
1-cent tax on 12-ounce servings

He contended that news reports about the standoff have
focused on the concerns of
white people.
"We want to show that black
Americans are just as concerned," he said.

GREECE/
LARNACA
$359 $718

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
' 841
733
755
777
640

RwaOlt

TOKYO
BANGKOK

GROUPE
ESC
NANTES
AUANTIQUE

• 313 N. Main St.

• 701 Fourth St.
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

• 317 N. Main St.

• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

UMMEOMVIUMSIHT

CALL US TODAY
TONIGHT
Room 1000 BA 9:00 pm

OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5
SAT 10 to 2
maim
113 Railroad St

*We have a limited number of new
Columbia Court apartments
isk
available

ODZ-yjUZ

Need more info contact
352-6012 or 353-1447

(next to Kinko's

Classes in English

ivy Greenbriar Inc.

RISM TRAVEL

224 W. Wooster
352-0717

34? Madison Avo . NY. NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

GRAND
OPENING!

JOIN
THE
PARTY!

n*ffy
Auto Service
Center*

•in NYC

The Residence Hall Recycling Committee thanks the
following students for their time and energy contributed to
the successful recylinq efforts in our residence halls:
Lawrence Hrabnicky
Craig Wittig
EricHiggs
Dan Broaddrick
Elyse Pasheilich
Nicole Borkowski
Marc Majercak
Matt Hasenfratz
Matt Aufcterheide
Kristin Thomas
Maggie Vogel
Jackie Swihart
Will Wiest
Robert Francis
Margery Best
Amy Stahlbush
Lisa Patton
Ron Klinger
Ed Wist
Mike Ruthenberg
Allison Fields
Sallie Stiens
Jennifer Mang
Wendy Ziem
Jay Anderson
Jon Barnard
Melissa Camera
Bryan Cox
Tony Elder
Erin Fagan
Jill Fenicle

Mike Freeman
Shawn Guthrie
Kristen HatfiekJ
Corey Heiserman
Sean Hussey
Jeff Jackson
Michelle Jansky
Lisa Laster
Ryan McKenzie
Mike Malone
Laura Meyer
Jeff Penka
Delphine Peto
Lori Scott
Jason Sonenshein
Barb Stalker
Chad Wedeven
Doug Wendt
Chris White
Karen Headman
Laurie Alton
Angie Crum
Maureen Pearch
Tammy Miller
Jeff Koncki
JayMutti
Lori Hamilton
Kurt Williams
SteveWall
Jeff Brown
Jeff Barton

Celebrate Earth Day, 1993
»

•Summer Rentals
• 825 Third St.

to study in France

1470 and 1490 Clough

Ojttvm Immgrtten I tofrtm IM WPV
Hm lutoct Is changi wittoul AMK*

'

Eighth St.
Manville
Manville
Manville
Eighth St.

CHECK OUT OUR REDUCED RATES ON SELECTED PROPERTIES

$789.
$889

Some tickets valid to one year
Most tickers allow changes.
Fares from over 75 US cities
to all major destinations in
Europe, Asia, Africa,
Latin America and Australia.
Eurialpasses Available.

I

A caravan of soft drink delivof carbonated soft drinks took effect Feb. 1 and is expected to ery trucks circled the building as
raise nearly $70 million annually. a rally took place on the front
The first tax collections were in steps. About 100 people chanted,
March.
"Can the tax," while truck
drivers honked horns. The rally
Payments made Tuesday were lasted about an hour.
hand delivered to a state tax official by representatives of soft
"People in Cleveland, Columdrink companies who said they bus and Cincinnati are becoming
were paying under protest.
concerned about this taxand-spend policy that we've got
Larry Thompson, district tax at the Statehouse," Cox said. "If
manager, watched the protest.
they can get away with this, then
"I have no comment, these are it's going to be milk, it's going to
just taxpayers exercising their be bread, it's going to be
diapers."
rights," Thompson said.

GET WHAT YOU WANT

• All new kitchens
• All new carpet throughout
the apartment
• Air Conditioning

$690

The public section of the report offers a detailed
description of the events at the convention, while
the private section deals with the inspector general's investigations into individual cases, which
number between 140 and ISO, the officials said.
The cases will be handed to two high-ranking
officers, one in the Navy and another in the Marine
Corps, each with the authority to convene a courtmartial if necessary.

New beverage tax prompts
anger, protest in Cleveland

Check out BUFF Apartments
We've Changed!

FROM NEW YORK
OM Wly

they were willing to end the
stale-mem but first wanted to
meet with Schwartz.
Later Monday and early
Tuesday, authorities played a
message over loudspeakers indicating that the state has
agreed to change or at least review some prison rules that the
prisoners have cited in their
demands.
The message asked that they
bring one of the remaining hostages with them to the bargaining table.
"These demands have been
reviewed and signed by the
administration so we can end
this in a peaceful manner,"
said the voice on the loudspeakers aimed at the cellblock.
It was not clear whether the
state agreed to the 21 demands
or only agreed to review them.
Officials would not comment
on them, and spokeswoman
Sharron Kornegay said officials would not release the tape
or a transcript.
Among the points made in
the message:
- No retaliation would be
made against inmates or their
property.
- Communication with inmates on quality of life questions would be improved.
- Transfer of eligible inmates
to other prisons in Ohio and
elsewhere would be done
promptly.
- A surrender would be wit-
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UR NEWEST TOLEDO tfttWCtflOW

GOING ON NOW-

Tony McCarthy
Rich Maher
Don Brown
Steve Halloran
Andrea Weeks
Betty Fruth
Kathleen Jerva
Rashana McDaniel
Dan Watt
Angela Young
Megan McAdams
Matt McGlone
JenHanna
Susanne Davis
Becky Osterfeld
Rich Chabannes
Diane Sample
Lauralee Baerlin
Rachael Geiger
Elisa Cerver
Melissa Lehti
Amy Wolf
George Privateer
Bob Dinsdale
Tom Schinkle
TyWelker
Amy Herrmann
Bill Walton
Kevin Rudd
Carina Self

Special Guest appearance of "Muddy Mud Hen"
LIVE Remote Broadcast with WIOT radio
^^

|(j mrRll

,jcke,s „ ,h(,

fey0 M(J(j Hen$

FREE 2 liter bottle of Pepsi
FREE Balloons for the Kids
Cola with any purchase FREE Soft Drinks
FREE Subway Sandwiches
FREE Pop Corn
******************
PLUS GIVE-AWAYS & DISCOUNT COUPONS!
ALWAYS... FREE No Obligation Estimates and
FREE Inspections of Brakes, Exhaust & Suspension

353-2444
1087 S. MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH
Next k> fina Hut
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For quict{, courteous, expert service tee your
neighborhood Tuffy Auto Service Center!
S310 AIRPORT HWY .. 389-9090

4154 MONROE ST

Just W. ol Reynolds

Just W ol Douglas

6158 W. CENTRAL... 841-3033

NORTHWOOD

Just E. of US 23

1640 W. LASKEY RD
Comer of Jackman

.478-1414

472-6605
693-0469

2903 W00DVILLE ROAD

Across from Great Eastern
BOWLING GREEN .... 353-2444
1087 S. MAIN ST • Next lo Pizza Hut
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Softball squad
gets series split
by Mike Kazimors
sports writer
The Softball team got a
brief taste of what It feels like
to be in first place In the MAC
when they defeated the University of Toledo 2-0 in the
first game of yesterday's
doubleheader.
However, the Rockets
didn't give Bowling Green a
chance to savor the feeling
for long as they bounced back
- with the help of the Falcons
- to win game two 2-1 and regain first place in the conference.
The split of the
doubleheader ended BG's
winning streak at 10 games
and left them with an overall
record of 18-8, 12-3 in MAC
play.
On the other hand, with the
split, Toledo failed to up their
overall record to the .500
mark as they now stand at
16-18 on the year. However,
they are still tops in the MAC
with an 11-2 mark in league
PlayIn the first game. Bowling
Green -jumped out to a 1-0
lead in the bottom of the third
inning when Julie Hudson
drilled a two-out RBI single to
left field to score Rachelle
Highfill, who had tripled a
few batters before her.
Then in the next inning the
Falcons were able to score
again to increase their lead to
2-0.
The first three Falcon batters reached safely, loading
up the bases start off the
fourth inning, as BG looked
poised to blow the game wide

open. However, the Falcons
were only able to score one
run on a Dena Romstadt
single to left field with one
out. The next two BG batters
were unable to do anything at
the plate, as the Falcons left
the bases loaded for the second consecutive inning.
Fortunately for BG, the
missed scoring opportunities
did not come back to haunt
them as Jennifer Wolf,
quickly emerging as BG's
stopper, shut down the Rockets.
For the game Wolf only
surrendered one hit, and that
one almost never occurred.
With two outs in the top of the
second Toledo's Meshia Caswell hit a shot into the gap in
rightcenter field that looked
like it was going to fall for a
double. BG's centerfielder
Missy Clay got a great jump
on the ball and made a beautiful diving catch in mid-air.
However, when she landed
the ball squirted out of her
glove and Caswell was credited with a single.
In fact, the only scare of the
game that the Toledo hitters
were able to provide against
Wolf was when Nicole
Handschumacher whacked a
ground ball off of Wolf's shin
in the sixth inning. However,
Wolf had the presence of
mind to pick up the ball and
throw Handschumacher out.
To the delight of the BG
faithful. Wolf then returned
in the seventh inning and preserved her shutout in raising
her record to 11-4.
After the game BG head
See SPLIT, page seven.
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Falcon Club on the lookout
Athletic fund-raising organization searching for members
by Mark Leonard DeChant
sports writer
Everyone knows that April
showers bring May flowers, but
to some, this month will hopefully bring showers of money in
support of Bowling Green athletics.
The Athletic
Department's
primary fundraising organization, the Falcon Club, is in
the midst of its
biggest membership drive
of the year,
with hopes of
Voll
raising over
$165,000 in just four short weeks.
Fran Voll, director of the Falcon Club, says that there is a
small army of workers raising
money during this time period.
"We have nearly a hundred
people right now that are volunteer drive workers," Voll said.
"Their intent is simply to attain
new members."
The current drive is just one of

many phases the Club has gone
through during its long and glorious history at the University. It
has been one of the most recognizable organizations on campus,
and one rich with tradition.
The Falcon Club was established 29 years ago, with the original intent of the Club exactly
what it is today - to raise money
for Falcon athletics. It has grown
enormously since, yet there is
still plenty of room for expansion. Falcon Club membership hit
an all-time high at 1,608 in 1985,
and has hovered just below 1,600
since then.
"We'd like to hit 1,600 people
this year," Voll said. "With the
state cutbacks and other loss of
income, this year is an important
one in terms of fundraising."
This year the Club will be celebrating its 30th birthday, and it
hopes to receive a $500,000
birthday present.
"In order to do our part to support the teams, we need to come
up with about half a million dollars in cash, each year," Voll
said. "This includes gift-in-kind,
matching gifts, and other programs we offer."

The Falcon Club offers something in return for the monetary
gifts it requests. In fact, the numerous benefits of joining the
Falcon Club are what normally
attract would-be members. When
donating, members are classified
according to the amount of
money they contribute.
The minimum amount required
to join is $50. For this donation, a
member receives a calendar of
events. Falcon Club Newsletter,
membership card and certificate, and a tax deduction.
He or she is also invited to all
post-game parties and luncheons,
and recognized in Falcon Club
publications.
Greater donations result in
greater benefits, including priority parking at BG athletic
contests, and free season tickets
for various sports.
According to Voll, though, it is
not just the freebees that interest
prospective members.
"The thing that they like more
than anything else is just the fact
that they are supporters of the
Falcon Club," he said. "They like
the Newsletter. They like being
kept up-to-date on things. And

they trust that their money is going to the correct places."
Voll can assert that the money
is going through the proper
channels, because he is directly
and intricately involved with the
Athletic Department. In addition
to his post at the Falcon Club,
Voll is a former women's basketball coach, and currently holds
the position of Associate Athletic
Director.
"We are an external type of
club," Voll said. "Yet I am employed by the Athletic Department, as Associate Athletic Director.
"Some schools you would find
that the booster group operates
outside the department. That's
not the case here at Bowling
Green. We still keep this as identifiable to the Athletic Department."
Although the membership fee
of $50 is a bit steep for the average student, campus support of
the Falcon Club is not uncommon
and greatly appreciated.
"We have members who were
students when they first joined,
and have been members for almost thirty years," Voll said.

Today's NBA: 'wimpy stuff
by Hal Bock
The Associated Press
Think the NBA is tough these
days with a list of fines and violence that looks like a police blotter?
Forget it. This is wimpy stuff
compared to what used to go on
night after night.
The authority for that is Kermit Washington, who scored the
most famous - or infamous -

knockout
in league history
when he decked Rudy Tomjanovich in a game 16 years ago.
"In my time, everywhere you
went, there was somebody there
to hit you," Washington said. "I
wasn't one of the toughest. I just
tried to survive. Today, there's a
lot of woofin' going on. It's a
different world now."
Washington is among the inductees Thursday at the GTE
Academic All-America Hall of
Fame. A graduate of American
University, he is one of just seven players to average more than

20 points and 20 rebounds per
game for his college career.
In the NBA, Washington was a
workmanlike player for nine
years, a rugged presence under
the boards at 6-foot-8, 230
pounds. His basketball ability
never gets mentioned, though.
His KO of Tomjanovich always
does.
Tne Tomjanovich Thing occurred Dec. 9, 1977 in Los Angeles when a brawl broke out during
a game between Houston and the
Lakers. Out of the corner of his
eye, Washington saw Tomjano-

vich running toward him. In the
wild west spirit of shoot first and
ask questions later, Washington
landed a haymaker, never suspecting the guy on the run was
trying to make peace.
Tomjanovich suffered a fractured skull, broken nose and
cracked eye socket. Washington
was fined $10,000 - an enormous
sum in those days - and suspended for 60 days.
"It was bad judgment," Washington said, "a mistake I paid for
and continue to pay for."

All Students with NDSL, Perkins, Nursing and/or Schell
student loans graduating or leaving BGSU at the end of
Spring semester 1993 are required to attend an exit
interview.
Please plan to attend one of the remaining Student Loan Exit
Interviews held in Moseley Hall.
Tuesday, April 20
Wednesday, April 21
Thursday, April 22

Room 305
Room 400
Room 404

12:30
3:30 & 7:00
6:00

The repayment provisions of your NDSL, Perkins, Nursing and/or
Schell student loans will be explained at this session. Please allow
approximately one hour for the interview.
Note, students who do not attend an interveiw session will have their
grades and transcripts withheld.
Contact the Student Loan Collection Office at 372-8112 If you are unable to
attend one of the above sessions or have any questions.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available

What Could Be
Worth The Wait?
Keep watching The BG News to find out.

-^jjllMMM l»l'ii .i*.-***-*-*-

-"*—"■•"—'

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

in ■■■■■ tuiai

4k

III«III'

April 21,1393

The BG News
SPLIT

BG faces stiff competition
over 100 teams and 30,000 fans.
Their coaches, men's coach Sid
Sink and women's coach Steve
Price, are excited about the
Falcons' possibilities.
"We hope everybody does
well at this big meet," Sink
said. "The Drake meet will
offer some great opportunities.
It'll be a super meet and we're
looking for some personal record performances."

by Andy Duoin
sports writer
Both the men's and women's
track teams are in for a big
weekend as they compete
against high-quality competition in two big meets.
Five men and two women
will travel to Des Moines, Iowa
on Wednesday for the Drake
Relays, which will last from
Wednesday through Saturday.
Todd Black, Paul Seeley, Reed
Parks, Eric Gringas, Eddie Nicholson, Cheri Triner, and
Ruth Ristvey will represent
BG in the meet that will host

Price agreed that the Drake
meet will be something special.
"This meet is a real big
deal," Price said."There will be
over 30,000 fans and we'll be
racing such teams as Texas El

Paso, Wisconsin, Wyoming,
Iowa, Georgia, and over 100
others."
The rest of both teams will
be going to Hillsdale, Michigan
for the Hillsdale Relays. The
meet begins Friday and ends
Saturday.
Price stated that the meet
will be nonscoring, but he expects the Falcons to perform to
their potential.
"We expect several wins at
this meet," Price said."Nikki
Lessig is ranked 12th in the nation right now in the discus
among college athletes, and
she'll be competing against the

Continued from page six.

number one discus thrower, so
it should be interesting."
The Hillsdale meet will host
such teams as Albion, Ball
State, Western Michigan University, Eastern Michigan,
Universtiy Michigan, Notre
Dame, and other competitive
teams.
Sink expressed the feelings
of both coaches in stating,"With these two meets going on, this weekend should be
interesting in what is has to
offer and we hope to accomplish a lot."
The Drake meet starts today
at 10:30 and the Hillsdale meet
will begin at 11:00 on Friday.

Jacquie Joseph expressed some
concern with her team's offense
as they left ten runners stranded
on base during the course of the
game. "We had a lot of opportunities, but we just couldn't capitalize on them when we needed
to," said Joseph.
In the second game, BG let the
game slip away from them in the
fourth inning as Toledo was able
to regain the lead on an unearned
run.
The inning started with the
first two Rockets reaching base
safely. Joseph, not wanting the
game to get out of hand, quickly
removed pitcher Lisa Mountjoy
and called upon Wolf to get BG
out of the jam.
Wolf was almost able to accomplish this feat. However, aii

errant two-out throw by catcher
Kathy Holland allowed Toledo's
Meisha Caswell to cross the plate
with what proved to be the winning run.
Holland, in an attempt to pickoff Caswell - who had strayed off
of the bag at third - threw the
ball into left field.

Beta 500 April 24
Beta 500 April 24
Beta 500 April 24

OU'DO'LXJ-DO-OU
Many thanks 10 our Delia Upsilon coaches -m Mike end Troy. Thanks lor all your time,
help, and support. You guys are the greatest.
Your Delta Gamma team

The Falcons threatened to
score in the fifth when they put
runners on second and third with
only one out. But once again, BG
was unable to come up with the
big clutch hit and they eventually
went on to lose the game 2-1.
"I give their pitchers credit,"
said Joseph. "But, I dont think
that we had a very good day at
the plate either."

Classifieds
The BG News
Eerlhday Keynote Speaker
TONTTEI
Kim Maxwell on
"WTI Incinerator I the Transport ol Hazardous Wsale"
7:00pm, Alumni Room In Union

CAMPUS EVENTS
•"IPCCLUi —
Last & best meeting this year'
Speaker from Whirlpool and elections'
Wed. April 21 - 7:30 in 111 South

This Friday and Saturday!
The last film of the semester I
Scent ol A Woman
7pm and 10pm only
210MSC-S1.50
Win a movie poster!
Sponsored by UAO

Hear about the Summer Study Program to
Nantes. France
6crrti in 5weeks/classes in English
Last chance Wed. April 21. 9pm. 1000 BAA
or call 352 6012. 3S3 1447.372 8180
Your experience and resume will change
Take advantage ol this last meeting
International Schooling - this summer.

•TONIGHT'
Greek Wee* Variety Show
Starring: The Greek System
Where: Lenhart Grand Ballroom
When:9pm tonight
Coat: FREE
You'd be crazy to miss HI

Alpha Phi * Kappa Sigma ' Alpha Phi

April 21
Get Reedy For EARTH DAY 19931
9:00 em - 3:00 pm, Union Ovol

Going to the Greek Week Variety Show?

Bete 500
Bete 500
■eta 500
Beta 500

REACH OUT'S 3rd ANNUAL
RUN FOR THE HOMELESS
This Sunday (April 25th| at 1 00 pm
Signup this week in Union Foyer
or Day of run at 1230 at Prout Crosswalk
Help support Habitat for Humanity)

An active duty Air Force Nurse will be at
BGSU 2 30 pm. Wed.. April 21 si Rm. 260
Mem. Hal. Call 2-2178 or 2 6305 All are wel
come to learn aboul different nursing careers.

ALPHA PHI * BETA 1993 ' ALPHA PHI
PUMP UP THE ADRENAL INE GIRLSI
Beta 1993 is almost here and the Alpha Phi's
are ready to take it by full force. Keep it up
Kathleen C„ Kim C, Julie D , Heather G, and
Stephanie L.I Our A-Phl spin! is behind you
110%
ALPHA PHI" ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI

Alpha Phi * Kappa Sgrna' Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi
Carrie,
Congratulations on your pearling to MikeU You
are a great Little and I'm proud of youl
Love, your BIG,
Shannon

Are you ready?
Bete 500
Beta 500
Beta 500
Bete 500

Attenoon SCA gentles
Meeting Thursday, 7:30 pm, Memorial Hal
SCA officer elections will be held.
Bring your protects.
Your Servant. Babetie
BENFFIT CONCERT: Thurs. 4/22 CLUB 21
Featuring: BIG ANGRY FISH; THE KIND;
FRAMPTON BROTHERS; and SWEATY
WISHERS 8pm - 2am. Sponsored by tie
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE.
BGSU UNDERGRADUATE
POP CULTURE CONFERENCE
SATURDAY, APRIL 24,1993 AT 11:00am
Come listen to BGSU undergrads presenting
paPers about Pop Culture. Refreshments will
be available To be held in 112 B A.

SHOW

The brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi
would like to wish Kimberiie
Goldsberry a very Happy Birthday1

8:18 PM
GRAND BALLROOM

ALPHA SIGMA PM

BE THERE!

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
The Alpha S-gs would wish to
congratulate Lambda Chi Alpha and Sigma
Kappa on winning the Laff Olympics

High-Tech Soundel 1500 watts ol music.
Loud or soft. We deliver quality sounds tor that
special occasion Call Kevin at 454-3473.
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rales With Accuracy
Call 352 6705 from 8AM to 9P

COUNTDOWN TO SUMMER
HSA Spnng Coffeehouse
April 22 • 7:30 pm - Honors Center

AttarHion Students
II YOU hi v. found a Summtr Job
ON YOUR OWN that is n>Ut*d to
your Major or Caroor Go* I ■,
Come to tne Co-op Office
238 Administration Building
to register lor:
'Co-op transcript notation which:
-retainsyour "full-time" status
•lends academic credibility
'Employer aval, tf your job pertormance
•Permanent placement record for
employer verification
All ol these Servtcee are FREE
372-2451 torC-ejUJi

EAG presents the
Eanhday Keynote Speaker
Kim Maxwell on the
'WTI Incinerator a the Transport of Hazardous
Wastein the Alumni Room tonight at 7:00pm
Limited seating available for March on Washington for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Rights.
Apni 25rh. Sunday. Bus leaving 8:00p.m. Sat.,
Apr. 24th. Sliding scale prices If interested call
the Women's Center et 372-2281.

ALPHA PHI • OFFCERS ' ALPHA PHI
Congratulations go to our newly elected officers:
Jessica Busby - Songs Chair
Chris Adamick - Corresponding Secretary
and Stephanie Lewis -1993-4 House Manager
Congratulations- we love you all.
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI

r

For the Price of a Movie

h&ff

I \'OU Al'I'KAKIVi;

Show Times:
Wed & Thurs: 8PM
Fri&Sat:8& 10:30PM

A PHI ' INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD '
A-PHI
The sisters of Alpha Phi would like to congratulate Kathleen Casey and Gabe Warnche lor being chosen lor the 1993-1994 Intramural Advisory Board. Keep up the spirit Guysl
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI" ALPHA PHI
The sisters of Alpha Phi would like to congratulate Jen Harris. Betsy Willhelm. Lynn Scheloske. Tiffany Gibson, Lorl Fields and Meg Calmer for being chosen 1993-4 Orientation
Leaders'i
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI

PERSONALS

Come check out the EARTH DAY Festivities at
the Union Oval from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm,
Wednesday, April 21.

Craig.
Did you hear the news? The Residence Hall
Recycling Committee is going to have a booth
set up in the Union Oval today. They will be
having free tours ol the Recycling Center, a
contest, and special Earth Day buttons See
you there.
Dan

DRESS REHEARSAL

SERVICES OFFERED

CELEBRATE EARTH DAY •
Work the BG Recycling Ctr. on April 24
Call John (25052) kx more into.

1

The brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi
would wish to congratulate
Dave Robison and Phi Mu
Shannon McGrath on their
recent lavalwnng.

GREEK WEEK VARIETY

WBGU-FM and Madhaner Music present
UNSANE with
Cicada and Ton, Wed. Apr. 21
Howards Club H - $3

I

£& OFF ;

♦
♦
♦

The Alpha Sigs would like to .hank everybody
that attended the Laff Olympics
ALPHA SIGMA PH.
Alpha Xi Delta Alpha Xi Delta
Let's all get psyched for the
Beta 500 weekend
GOXI-S
Alpha Xi Delta Alpha Xi Delta
Attention Alpha Lambda Delta Members!
ALD Car Wash!
April 24. beginning at Noon at Mid Am
WE NE E D YOU R MANPOWE RI
Questions? Call Amy Moore 2-5657
AXO' AXO * AXO" AXO ■ AXO
Congratulations to Heather Rleks on
AXO Beta Queen nominee!
GOAXOI

Delta Gamma * Delta Gamma
The Sisters ol Delta Gamma would like to congratulate the Awesome DU bike Race team!
Congrats Wendy. Jenn. Kelly, Julie, Robin,
Lucia, Terra and Kelly lor carrying on the winning tradition for the 7th year.
DG * Houee Boys * DG
The Sletere of Delta Gammawould like to
welcome Greg Price and Brian Grandatafl,
our new Fall house boys, into the Delta Gamma House.
We are also looking forward to having .Jeremy
Foltz and Shawn Faherty as our Spnng
House boys. We cant wait to get to know you'
Love. The Dee Gees

Do You Want To Be The
Hlgheet PaldStudent Employee
Contact THE DG NEWS
at 372-2605

Gook Luck. Sig Ep Beta Runners!
Have the Pride, Strength and Determination to
Win BETA 241
From Spring Pledge Class 83
Heading for EUROPE this summer? Jet there
anytime for only $169 from East Coast. $229
from Midwest (when available) with AIRHITCHI
(Reported in Let's Go' A NY Times.)
AIRHITCH (r) 212 864 2000
Hear about the Summer Study Program to
Nantes, France.
6 cr/h in 5 weeks/classes in English
Last chance: Wed April 21. 9pm. 1000 BAA
or call 352-6012:353-1447:372-6180
Your eipenence and resume will change
Take advantage of Ms last meeting
International Schooling-this summer
HEY GREEKS' Come support your chapters in
tonight's Vanefy Show at 9 pm m the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom Featured per termer s
ALPHA OUICRON PI
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
ALPHA XI DELTA
ALPHA PHI
GAMMA PHI BETA
DELTA UPSILON
KAPPA DELTA
KAPPA SIGMA
DELTA TAU DELTA
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SIGMA CHI
THETA CHI
Support Greek Talent at its finest!!

BETA * BETA' BETA ■ BETA

lAIHALV RIVERS
702 4th Street
•Now Renting*
Furnished 2 Bedroom, 2 Car garage w/storage room.
1
9 & 12 month leases available starting May 15

641 Third St Apt 4

FUN FLICKS!
April 29,1903
1-7pm
Amanl Room
Make your own videos
and mini-movies'
Sponsored by UAO
It's FREE!

Congratulations
Fly Guy: John Asendorf
Fly Girl: Muguet Warren
Congratulations
ThetaChi
Chi Omega
Velcro Fly Team Winners

ALPHA SIGMA PHI

If you are planning to graduate in August or
December 19*.''. please apply as scon as possible in the college office, 205 Administration
Building.

EXCELLENT JOB
Congratulations to my
ft sis. Way to go'
4th in tie biathlon
Love, Jason

BRING IT ON HOME!!!
BRING IT ON HOME!!!
BRING IT ON HOME!!!
BRING IT ON HOME!!!
BRING IT ON HOME!!!
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi

ATTENTION ARTS a SCIENCES STUDENTS
CLUB 21. BENEFIT CONCERT
Sponsored by GSS
THURS, APRIL 22 ■ 8 2 am
Featuring: BIG ANGRY FISH, THE KINO,
FRAMPTON BROTHERS, and SWEATY
WISKERS. SUPPORT WOOD COUNTY
PARK DISTRICT and SPECIAL OLYMPICS

End of the year parties? Call Campus Pol
lyeyes for group rates - your place or oursll
352 9638 440 E. Court

Make way for the Alpha Phis and Kappa Sigs

Student Service Perking Lot
Saturday. April 24
12:00 o'clock

CITY EVENTS

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
S24.95 PER NIGHT
Sun, Apnl 25 - Thurt. April 29
Sun, May 2 - Thurs, May 6
COUPON REQUIRED AT CHECK-IN
See ad in this paper for coupon
and details Best Western Falcon
Plaza. U50E Wooster 352-4671.

Resident Manager

♦
♦
♦

20 % Off All
Graduation gifts

with this ad
pen sets, gold chains,
watch, 14K gold jewelry

Try our tasty...

Wednesday Buffet
APRIL 21

PASTA BAR
$5.99
Includes: Buffet and
our Endless Salad.

352-438of>

The Towers Inn
McDoruld Dining Center

'I.UIIM. X .VOIIII III i / Coupon axpiras Fri. Apr. 23, 1993a

5319 Heattierdowns Toledo

RMtrvattfM Snioutad 887-8041

I ^TZ^'^'.TyZZ^l^'^"'

I ?4 Hour Into Urn 887-9040

Not vaUd lor Special Shows

1 Coupon per parson

Not vaUd w/other specials

EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG

The Environmental Action Group
EARTH WEEK EVENTS:
Tuesday, April 20
Benefit Performance at Howards - 10:00PM
Featuring 3 Bands:
The Rivermen & Yesterday's Jester & Friar's Point j

EARTH DAY Wednesday, April 21
Earth Day Celebration
EAG organic, unbleached Earth Day t-shirts: $10
9:00AM - 3:00PM in the Union Oval
^Keynote Speaker: Kim Maxwell
"WTI Incinerator and the
Transport of Hazardous Waste"
7:00PM, Alumni Room in Union
EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG EAG

I

Monday-Friday
MO-oJOpm.

Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge Street
2 bedroom, furnished townhouses

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FOR FALL 1993
2, 3, 4 person available
Call formore information 352-0717
or stop by at 224 E. Wooster
for our complete listings of our
other apartments near campus!

r\nrtiw\ry\rtrw\
Greenbriar Inc. .

UULnJULIUUULnJL.

142 S. Main St.
352-1646

Cosh. Faculty/ Staff charges »
Quantum °0795» account! accepted

HAVEN HOUSE
1515 E. Wooster
(next to Alumni Center)

Featuring:

large 2 bedroom -11/2 baths
furnished - wall to wall carpet
extra large walk-in closets
built in bookcases
laundry area in each building
gas heat
- ask about $$$ off!

PR€F€RR€D PROP€RTI€S
Rental Office Located at
Cherrytuood Health Spa
8th & High St
352-9378

The BG News
Km,
I'm glad we have been roommates (or two
years I've had a great time I'll miss you next
year. Good Luc*'
Take Care.

Sigma Kappa* PI Kapa
Be at the house at 7 30 sharp tor a cooKout and
a great time'
Pig Ep" Sigma Kappa

Roommate needed tor Fad Very nice apt. Very
spaoous. Own room. Extremely dose to cam
put. $205 plus t10/mo (electric). Rob
353 6645
Roommate needed M or F. Own room. BG
Village. Summer and/or Fall. $i75/mo. *
electnc Call Tony at 352-4030.

Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
spirit shines ttrough again'
Spirit Award
Phi Sigma Kappa VELCRO FLY
We had a great time I
Sigma Kappa
OJ'

KKQ•OX•KKQ• OX'K KG
Gel psyched tor the Greek Week Variety Show
tonight Theta Chi's1
Love • The Kappas
KKO-OX-KKO-OX-KKO
KKQ "SWEETHEARTS "KKO
Congratulations to Kappa Jilt Chambers for
being named Kappa Sigma Sweetheart!
Congratulations to Kappa Unda Heeelsr lor
receiving Sigma Alpha Epelton Sweetheertt
Money Onsen - I 29
Pill H Packages
Family Pharmacy
111 Railroad St. (Neil to Klnko'a)
352-1603

St 354 7460
Subleaser Needed
$250 • utilities tor whole summer.
Close to campus
Call Kelfy. 354-0281 days
Evenings leave message.

STILL NO SUMME R JOB?
Coma ID:
"How to find your own Co op or Internship'
Thursday. April 22nd. '05 BA
1'00 pm -372-2451 for details

SuWeasera needed for 3bdmv
house on 2nd St. May - Aug
Call 353-1906

SUPPORT WOOD COUNTY PARK DISTRICT
and SPECIAL OLYMPICS: BENEFIT CONCERT
Thurs. April 22.8 2 am ■ CLUB 21
Sponsored by GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

OPhiAOPhiA
Can you believe HI? I
This year is almost gone
Make the most olHH
OPhiAOPhiA

BIG ANGRY FISH. THE KINO, FRAMPTON
BROTHERS and SWEATY WISKERS playing
THURS. AP 22. 8-2 am. CLUB 21 tor GSS
BENEFIT CONCERT

Omega Phi Alpha
HeyJENCARMONA
Way 10 goi Mortar board
lust got a great new member.
Your sisters are so proud I
Omega Phi Alpha

The Laablan and Gay Information Una ts
now open 7-10p.m. Mon . Wad., and Fri. Operators can help with referrals » Lesbian and
Gay services as well as give information about
the Lesbian and Gay community. Information
concerning the Lesbian and Gay Alliance can
also be obtained 352-5242 (LAGA)

Phi Kappa Tau • Alpha Gamma Delta
Paul. Rusche. Pete. « Benick.
We started at the place by the tracks
Dealing out kings, queens & jacks
Although the jello didn't chill
All 8 ol us had our All
We look many pictures
While we had a tew mixtures
You proved you could hang
With our Alpha Gam gang!
Thanks tor a great time
Gamma Ouccl was a blast 11
Kelly. TiH, Kelly a Meliss

Roommate wanted to sublease for Summer.
Large bedroom $l70/month. 321 BE. Merry

The Natives are restlessH
The Natives are restless 11
The Natives are restless'l
The Natives are restless H
The Natives are rest-ess"I
The Natives are rest-ass"
The Natives are restless"
The Natives are restless"

HELP WANTED

Staying in BG tor the summer?
Gam valuable sates A marketing
experience while earning money.
Youli work flexible hours.
make contacts m BG. and have FUNI
Call Colleen @ 372-2606 for details

250 COUNSELORS and Instruclora needed'
Pnvate. coed summer camp in Pooono MOTS .
NE Pennsylvania. Lohtkan, Box 234BG.
Ken, worth. NJ07033(908) 276-0996
Attention Seniors: Make enough money to go
to Australia before hitting 9 to 5 for life. Call
800- 533-7977 exL 2567.
Babysitter needed starting in June tor summer.
PL time. Weekdays. 3 children. Needs trmnsportation. 352-8372 after 4pm.
Bouncers

They come with torches, bearing invitations.
Will you be honored by the natives.

ID Checkers
Bartenders

FUIFUIFUI
Rueh 93 Era ol Change Rueh 93
Check out Fan Rush
Information Night!
April 28.9'15
University Hall
Eva Mane Theater
Rueh 93 Era ol Change Rush 93

Apply in parson from 8-iOpm
Wednesday's Spaghetti $1-25 with ad. 5-9pm.
Inside onty $i extra for salad.
Campus Pollyeyes 440 E. Court.

W6E Wooster
353-3030
SOP-Caaaklys

WANTED
Rueh 93 Era of Change Rueh 93
Check out Fall Rush
Information Night'
April 28.9:15
University Ha
Eva Marie Theaier
Ruah 93 Era of Change Rush 93

CINEMARK THEATRES
CINEMA 5
All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Monday Uvu
Ih*u Friday:
Friday: tin
■now*
Start at approximately 4 p.m.
Saturday S Sunday: FuM Sohedi*
Late Show. Fr>. S Sat. ONLY
BORN YESTERDAY

1 Female sublease/ from May 10th to beginning of August. $300 * util Close to campus
352-3867

CARING AND DEPENDABLE FEMALE
NEEDED FOR CHILD CARE, FROM MAY 7
TO JUNE 11. MON. THRU FRI. 7:30 - 9:00am.
$25Avk Located close to campus. Must have
ref. Call between 8-9pm orty.

1 female subieaser needed for Summer
$l60Vmomti on Third St.
Call at 372-1407.

CARTY RENTALS
Students needed for cleaning rentals and miscellaneous jobs Apply at office 316 E. Merry
■3

2 rm. apt. to sublet. Troup Ave. Easy walk to
class-Avail, now thru 8-15 Move in now & lock
lease (or next yr Peter 353-1445 Grads prel.

Chiidcare • full time summer position tor BG
family with 2 children. Own car preferred Send
resume to PO Box 702. BG 43402

Needed 2-4 Subleasers for Fall '93
2 bedroom/2 bath. 9 mo. lease.
Call 372-3980or 372-3992.

Co-ed summer camp near Pmckney. Ml is now
hiring counselors A lifeguards. Call Tracy at
(313)878 6628 for more into.

One studious but fun female needs an offcampns roommate next year If interested.
please call 372-4860

COLLEGE PRO-PAINTERS
Painters needed tor summer employment in
the Toledo area. Can 381-0823 tor an application.

Pi Kappa Phi

TEENAGE MUTANT MNJA TURTLES M • PG
1:15. 5 20. 72S
INDECENT PROPOSAL-fl
acCsm R •dlwrj Deal Wftora Woo-* karral.i

KAPLAN

lOS. 4O0. TOO. 9:30*

Raffle:

THE CRUSH - ft
3-20. #30 -

LSAT
MCAT
GRE
GMAT

SANDLOT - PO
1.-00. 3:05,3:10. 7 15. 9:20 *
ADVENTURES OF HUCK FINN - PC
BtkaifhWeaa
1:10,4:10, 7:10, #25 *

COMING SOON
Benny A .toon
Mad* In America
•Shows will change Friday • IWPlssll

Table at Math/Science
Building on April 19
and April 30.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
$2.000*.month * wond travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday. Summer and
Career employment available. No experience
necessary For employment program call
V206-634-0468 exl C5S44
^__

ICENTER FOR CHOICE

e Abortion through
20 weeks
e Morning after
treatment

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604

1984 Pontjac 8000 STE. White, hjlty aut>.
sunroof, well maintained, new tires a. exhaust,
good mileage, must sell. (2300. 35? 3664

Carry Rentals - 352-7365
Single rooms for renl.
Starting at (190/mo. ind.aluol.

400 Wan Microwave oven
Works like a champ - (30

CHEAP. Subleeee May til Aug. 2 brm. w
AC. Call 353-8804.

352-0984

Customer SaJes/Service
Summer Work
$625 and up. Start PT/FT and may contine
10-40 hrsAvk. Flex, schedule around classes
Start at entry level w/ career advancement
available. No door-to-door or telemarketing. No
exp. needed. College scholarships awarded
Interview at main office and work locally. Applicabon into -419-8661726.

Moving Sale1 1982 writ Buck Regal, good
cond re built engine. (950. neg. Complete
dblep bad. TV w/ remote, love seat a chair.
Call 353 2600
■91 Giant Rincon. (190 352 4513

"Summer Sublease Available"
Close to campus, 2 bdrm. gas included
(350- (450 per person for whole summer.
Call 353-5115 and leave a message.

Phi Kappa PSJ is looking for a house girl tor Fall
semester of next year If interested call

1 bedroom apartment located at
215 E. Poo Rd. Very spacious
Unfurnished (3007mo. Can be furnished
a (310'mo. Will leaae June 1 or Aug. 15
Call tor Inlormation 353-5800

372-4630.

CRESTED BUTTE MOUNTAIN RESORT IS
COMING AGAIN TO RECRUIT FOR OUR
STUDENT EMPLOYEE PROGRAM. $500
SCHOLARSHIP. $5/HOUR. A FREE UNLIMITED SKI PASS, HOUSING. AND MUCH
MORE I VARIOUS POSITIONS AVAILABLE
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE ATTEND OUP INFORMATIONAL PRESENTATION HELD AT 700PM ON MONDAY
APRIL 26 IN ROOM 102 BA BLDG OR CONTACT OUR SPONSOR - STUDENT COOP
OFFICE. WE AREANE.OE
TEACH ENGLISH IN TAIWAN
Summer or Full/Part-time jobs Great pay.
No certificates, no experience necessary.
Info on accomodabons, 22 schools addresses,
visa etc Send $7 cash/cheque to:
TEACH IN TAIWAN INFO KIT. BPO Box 471.
Niagara Fai's. NY 14305.

The BG News
needs an expenenced typist/proofreader
to typeset classified advertising
Must be avail 11 am-2pm M.W.F Start Fall
•••REQUIREMENTS**Computer experience-Accurate & Speedy
Proficient Speller A Proofreader
Apply at Student Employment

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
319 E Wooster (across from Taco Bell)

354-2280
HOUSES FOR RE NT
May 16. i993noontoMey7.1994 noon.
7221/2Elm-1 bdrm. limit 1 person
219E Evers-i bdrm.limit2people
140 1/2Manwlle-2bdrm brats.
722 Eighth St.-Sbrdm. limit3 people
11 / Georgia 4 bdrm. limit 3 people.
715 Second -3 bdrm. limit 3 people.
232 Lehman 3 bdrm duplex Family or3

FOR RENT

Need Summer Cash? Donl even leave the
beach. Be creative $ find different ways to sell
the coolest suntan lotion It's so unique it sells
itselfl Make over $100.00 tor every box you
seH. Call (212) 87S-9S35Nowl

SKI & WORK IN COLORADO NLXT WIN
TERM

Houses. 1 A2bdrm.apts.
9 month, year and summer leases.
352-7454

Modem Cardinal 2400 brand new (100O8O.
Computer desk. ex. condition. $60 OBO;
352 4599 anytime after 2:30 M-F, Mke.

Looking for experienced Macintosh operators
Will also be doing some sales at a progressive
regional newspaper Chance for good supplemental1 income or lull time job. Contact Jim at
(419)242-9000.

RED ROOF INNS
RESERVATION SALES AGENTS
The Reservation Center located at the corporate office in Milliard. Ohio, is currently accepting applications. Seasonal day and evening
positions are available. Both shifts include a
Saturday or Sunday commitment. We offer
paid training and a competitive starting salary.
If you are cordial, friendly, and enjoy talking on
the phone, call.
(614) 876-3320 or (814) 876-3372
Monday-Friday, 8am 5pm
4355 Davidson Rd.
Hilhard. Oho 43026

Houses for Rent
12 mo. leases - May or Aug.
Tenant pays utilities • 1 mo. dep.
734 Elm . 4 bdrm . 2 bath. (700/Aug.
318 Ridge. 2 bdrm . (440/May
Call after Spm ONLY. 352-2330 or 354-2854

JVC Dual Tape deck -(40
JVC CO Player - $70
JVC Turntable-S2S
JVCTuner-ttS
CallTIm 313536412

1 or 2 subleasers needed for summer. Free
electric, own room, across from campus on
Wooster, 5 houses from Muggs. Rent
(160Vmonlh 353-8214.

JOHN NEWLOVE REALESTATE
319E. Wooster St.
(across from Taco Bell)
SUMMER a FALL RENTALS
Over 500 units with
Super Locations
CALL

354-2260

Need 2 people to sublease 2 bdrm. apt.
Anytime • Sept 1. (250/mo. » util.
Call 352-2219

12month leases starting May 15,1993:
424 1/2 S. Summit elfic.-d 90 « Elec.
609 Fifth Si - 2 Br House-(420 & Uw
Steve Smith-352-8917

Now leasing 1,2, & 3 bedroom apartments and
houses for Fall '93 Yes, we do allow petsl
354-8800.

2 bdrm apartment (400/month. 1 bdrm apartment (275/monih. All util. paid, dose to campus, available lor Summer '93 Call 352- 54/5

Quiet, unfurnished, 1 bedroom, apartment
available 8/18. (270/month * utilities.
Nonsmoking. Prefer grad. 354-2554

2 bdrm. apt. • (450 Summer
1 bdrm. apt. - (250/mo. e heat. yr. lease
Only 2 blocks from campus 833-7666

R.E. Management

2 bedroom apt. located el 842 S. College
Recently remodeled. Available May I5lh
(450/mo. Call for details 353-5800.

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
113 Railroad St.
(nexttoKmko's)

2 Female subleasers desperately needed for
'93-94 school year. Furnished apartment w/
basement. Call 2-1787 or 2 1784.

Stop in for a complete
Summer & Fall Housing List'

352-9302

Apartment Prices Lowered!
Carly Rentals ' 352-7365
Very close to campus
Office located 318 E. Merry #3 10-5.

Special Spring Rates
Spring semester leases.
2 blocks away, pool, clubhouse

Apartments • Clean, spacious, 2 bdrm, fum.
w/dishwasher
Most utilities paid. Call
354-0401 or 823-6015 for into

Village Green Apartments
354-3533
Subieaser needed for summer. University
Village (212 50/month. Please call Angie or
Dawn @ 353 0060

APARTMENTS
801 THIRD
Grads 12 month lease
704 FIFTH
9 mo . 12 mo., a summer leases
710SEVENTH
12 month leases
352 3445

SUMMER RENT
APT ON S. COLLEGE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL APRIL 352-8553.
Summer eublaaser needed.
May • August
(lOOemonth
Your own bedroom

Buckeye Sell-Storage
Summer Storage Units Available. Many sizes
Why haul It home? Can 352-1520

3544939, esk for BUI W.

Cany Rentals * 352-7385
2 and 6 bdrm apts 93-94 school year
94 12 mo. leases available
Reasonable Summer rales avail, also.
Office located at 318 E. Merry «3.
Hours: 10-5. Call for infoorappt.

FOR SALE
1»7S BLACK CJ-5 JEEP
BRAND NEW 50-SERIES TIRES
ASKING $1500. CALL 372-5395.

Summer sublease - (275 ♦ util.
Upper floor of 2 story house.

352-8047.
Summer subleasers needed for HOUSE I
2 blocks from campus. (134/mo. » util
Call Jared or John 372-5752

CARTY RENTALS "• 352-7365
Reasonable Summer rentals.
Apartments A single rooms.

Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
1-800 <89 6O05

Furnished house 1 block from campus. 1-2 fe>
males needed for summer Reasonable rent.
Call Deb or Lon el 352-8720.

HARO freestyle bike
Ask tor Tom. 354-8190

EASY ASSEMBLY any hours. $339 84 week,
family of 3 earns $4417 92 monthly FREE In
formations Hour Hottw. 601-379-2900. Copy nght # OH02»452
Lifeguards warned. Seasonal work available at
Portage Quarry Rec Club. Must bring current
Red Cross Certification card (Otherwise, you
will not have an interview) Apply in person at
T-Square Graphics. 121 S Main St.. BG. OH
Accepting applications through Fnday, Apnl
30.1993 only.

Female subieaser needed July-Aug On Manvtiie - 1 block from campus. (125 neg Can
353-1631. Ask for Jen or Knapn.

FOR SALE
SINGLE I OFT (SO
CALL AJ-372-3 751

Do not read this if you are Intellectually challenged by factory work you like living with Mom
& Dad-enjoy being poor. If this isnl your style
cal'352-4135

Telemarketing positons now available. Must be
reliable and motivated Guaranteed $4 25/hr.
* commission. Minimum of 15 hounvweek.
Evening and weekends required. Apply Monday through Fnday after 4pm at 113 N Main.
Ebsco Telemarketing Service

PG

l:SS,4;lS,T:SI.»:tt

April 21,1993

THE HIGHLANDS
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
Now leasing for Summer and Fall. 1 & 2 bdrms,
quiet, spacious, comfortable ml canng management. A/C & on site maintenance Graduates or serious students. Call Mke at
354-6038. n-8pm.

87 Honda CBR BOO Excellent condition Asking 13000 Call Vmnie at 354 -8302
FALL/SUMMER RENTALS
Georgetown Manor - 300 Third St.
352-4968

Graduation
Messages

Excellent location, fully furnished.
air conditioned, competitive rates
Check us out before you rent.

Unfurnished efficiency available June lei
or August 15th. ONLY (205/mo. Util H lee
are paid. Located at 215 E Poa Rd.
Cell Vlckl for details 353-5800

Call 352 4966

Let your friends know how much you'll miss them with a Graduation message made
especially for them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. You can even
add color (orange or brown) to your message for just $5 to make it extra special.

Size Choices

INDP-CRNT PROPOSAL
.1
lit"" Ihr Motion Htteit Sound It** I
V-(" »• iKr Fri-iaMd Vm»e> O* (•rHMi-ei ■«<* »•(
Wei tVr*">i"F »***• I neon «r,Or— I »i*«m«ef*4

1x4
Display ad
up to 55
words

1x3
Display ad
up to 25
words

$10

The soundtrack features a prominent score by
Academy Award-winning composer John Barry,
whose acclaimed career spans from the James Bond
films to Midnight Cowboy to Dances With Wolves.
The soundtrack to Indecent Proposal also includes
tracks rom such mufti-Platinum artists as The
Pretenders, Lisa Stansfield, Vlnce Gill, Roy
Orblson and Bryan Ferry.

$15
Classified Ad
3 line minimum

800 per line

Marc and Brian,
We are so sorry to see
you go! We'll miss you!
Good Luck!
The Crew

Deadline - Monday, April 26 • 314 West Hall • 5PM • Publication - Monday, May 3

. rjw .

■ACH ITEM
the purchase or
1 or 2 CO's.

■ACH ITEM
on the purchase of
3 or more CDs,

|

pre-recorded catteries
or musk: vkJeoa

|

Mix or Match.
Coupon Expires May 10.1903

ttr!

pre-recorded cassettes
or music videos.

Mb or Matchl
Coupon Expires May <o. isos

■

